Community Village
Workshops n’ Demos Scheduling Form
Instructions: Fill in all bold sections and return ASAP to reserve space for your workshop. In order
to have your workshop in the Peach Pit, you must return this form by May 13th, 2022 All efforts will
be made to confirm with presenters, but please feel free to email me with any questions. Thanks for
being a part of our community!
*A few notes to consider: spaces fill up quickly and are on a first come first serve basis, so apply as soon as
possible. Also, if you are a band wishing to perform with power on stage you will need to apply to the Stage
Crew. See Bob or Robin in Areas for more information.

Workshop Title (35 character max for the Peach Pit, spaces/punctuation included):
Booth, Group, or Individual Presenting:
Contact Person
(Name, Address, Phone, & Email):
Estimated Attendance:
Which Day(s)?(circle):

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Do you want to present multiple days?:
What Time(s)?
*Fair is open 11-7; workshops should start on the hour and last no more than one hour. If you wish to
be more than an hour please let me know and we can try to find space for you.
Space Desired: (circle):

Community House

Village Green/ Stage
(available 11-12, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6)

Dome

Yurt

Booth:

*If you need help selecting the right space for you please talk with workshop coordinator about the spaces.
*Also, use of the stage requires permission from the stage crew, especially if the use of the sound system is
requested. Usually this only means one or two mics for performers or groups. The stage is solar powered by
energy park, so use of electricity is limited and often needs to be conserved for the bands performing.

Return Completed forms to: (email preferred)
Beth Mottweiler
2985 Mill sr
Eugene, OR 97405

CommunityVillageWorkshops@gmail.com

